Automation That Delivers

Conveyor solutions from Honeywell Intelligrated help retailers, manufacturers and logistics providers build efficient, high-performance automated distribution and fulfillment operations. Flexible conveyor systems satisfy today’s material handling demands, handling a wide variety of product types, from malleable polybags to rigid totes and cases. Scalable designs provide the right level of automation for operational needs and offer industry-leading reliability to keep high-throughput systems running during critical peaks. Backed by total lifecycle support, Honeywell Intelligrated conveyor systems deliver maximum uptime, durability and return on investment.

Fast, Gentle Product Handling in Scalable, Compact Designs

Configured as modular components, Honeywell Intelligrated conveyor solutions occup a minimal system footprint and seamlessly integrate with other automated equipment.

Coupled with advanced controls and software, Honeywell Intelligrated conveyor solutions provide fast, gentle product handling to preserve package integrity while maintaining high throughput levels. Complete integration and support services combined with industry-leading engineering and ease of maintenance ensure a lifetime of reliable service.
A Solution for Every Conveying Need

The extensive range of Honeywell Intelligrated conveyor solutions provides flexible, scalable options for every operational requirement, with a variety of conveying surfaces to gently accumulate and transport a variety of products and packaging types.

**Receiving lanes** - Unload and move incoming products to the right place at the right time

**Accumulation buffering lanes** - Enable high-density, zero-pressure accumulation for efficient and gentle throughput

**Full case picking** - Ensure durable, energy-efficient transportation through the system

**Split case picking** - Combine conveyor with zone routing and light- or voice-guided solutions to improve picking efficiency

**Empty corrugate and bulk conveyance** - Enable smooth, jam-free transport of corrugate and wide variety of bulk material

**Merge** - Combine multiple lines at high throughputs with optimal speed and product density

**Shipping lanes** - Direct product to the proper lanes for staging and shipping

**Industries Served:**
- Retail
- E-commerce
- Wholesale
- Food
- Beverage
- Consumer packaged goods
- Pharmaceutical and medical supply
- Post and parcel
- Third party logistics
ZoneFlex Advanced

All the benefits of ZoneFlex, plus revolutionary patented "neighborhood mode" which offers unprecedented carton control, slowing product down before accumulation to minimize damage, carton rotation and side-by-sides with dramatic throughput increases. ZoneFlex Advanced effectively controls speed within each zone and slows down product before accumulation, while increasing throughput by as much as 45 percent — for faster, smarter and more controlled accumulation.

ZoneFlex

ZoneFlex™, a zero-pressure zone control solution for Accuglide™ and IntelliQ® accumulation conveyors, optimizes product flow of varied package sizes and weights, while delivering superior carton control, gentle product handling, high-density accumulation and maximum throughput.

With built-in logic and selectable release modes, ZoneFlex quickly moves accumulated product downstream by monitoring and automatically responding to accumulation conditions. This capability simplifies control logic and increases available product for smooth downstream operations.

Standard modules include:

- Easy selection of accumulation and release modes
- Clip-in mounting, quick connectors and LED diagnostics
- Easy dip switch configuration
IntelliQ ZoneFlex
Belt-driven, zero-pressure accumulation conveyor engineered to operate efficiently and quietly with minimal maintenance.
- Powered by ZoneFlex
- Narrow belt with v-guide driving mechanism to minimize operating noise and maintenance requirements

Accuglide ZoneFlex
Chain- and pad-driven, zero-pressure accumulation conveyor controls product flow and optimizes throughput while minimizing product damage.
- Powered by ZoneFlex
- Chain- and pad-driving mechanism for durability
- Accumulates through curves using a single drive

Motor Driven Roller (MDR) Conveyor
Rollers with integral 24VDC motors enable individually powered zones for true zero contact accumulation. Honeywell Intelligrated offers multiple zone lengths, advanced logic options and a wide range of standard building blocks.
- 50 percent more energy efficient than traditional conveyor systems
- Quiet operation
- Easy, low-cost start-up and maintenance
- Inherently safe for close operator interaction
- Local and system level control

For MDR decline applications, IntelliFlow™ combines powered and non-powered gravity rollers to minimize large carton backpressure and ensure smooth flow of light cartons down declines.

“Honeywell Intelligrated provided fresh ideas, state of the art equipment, and started the system up three weeks ahead of schedule, allowing us adequate time to train our operations team for our peak season.”
— Rick Sestrich, Sr. Director of Operations, McGraw-Hill
**Belt and Brake Meter Belt Conveyor**
Full range of belt products from simple transportation and elevation changes, to high-speed motion control gapping applications.

**Gravity Conveyor**
Non-powered conveyor provides straight and curved transport, designed for reduced system complexity and minimal noise.

**Casemat™ and Accumat®**
Modular plastic belts provide rollerless accumulation and transportation through curves, straights, inclines and declines.

**V-belt Live Roller Conveyor**
Flexible live roller conveyor quietly and gently transports product through curves, skews, merges and sortation equipment.

**Bulk Flow**
Robust bed frame, high side guides and pre-engineered dump points enable reliable, jam-free conveyance of a wide variety of bulk material.

**Unscrambler**
Mechanical solutions minimize side-by-sides and jams while promoting singulated product flow.

For more information on Honeywell Intelligrated conveyor systems, visit [www.intelligrated.com](http://www.intelligrated.com).
Solutions Overview
Intelligent automated material handling solutions from Honeywell Intelligrated optimize processes, increase efficiency and give businesses a competitive edge. Honeywell Intelligrated designs, manufactures, integrates and installs complete material handling automation solutions, including:

- Warehouse execution systems
- Fulfillment technologies
- Voice solutions
- InControlWare® machine controls
- IntelliSort® sortation systems
- Conveyor systems
- Alvey® palletizers and robotics
- AS/RS solutions
- IN-24X7® Technical Support

Lifecycle Support Services
Honeywell Intelligrated Lifecycle Support Services provides all the services, parts and support needed to keep systems running at peak efficiency. Staffed with a network of Honeywell Intelligrated professional Lifecycle Support specialists, multilingual customer service is accessible 24X7 with a single number to call: +1 877.315.3400.
The Connected Distribution Center

The pace of change in modern commerce is putting tremendous pressure on fulfillment operations. To stay competitive and protect profits, companies need solutions that help them achieve maximum throughput, day-to-day flexibility, future-proof scalability and intelligence to make informed decisions.

The Connected Distribution Center helps companies make the digital transformation necessary to increase reliability, improve utilization and maximize productivity through:

- Intelligent, data-driven, high-speed execution
- Automated, adaptable processes for machines and workers
- Optimized utilization with the ability to seamlessly adapt and expand
- Insights and predictive analytics, from sensors to the cloud